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Some of the main experimental observations related to the ourrene of exhange bias in mag-
neti systems are reviewed, fousing the attention on the peuliar phenomenology assoiated to
nanopartiles with ore/shell struture as ompared to thin lm bilayers. The main open questions
posed by the experimental observations are presented and ontrasted to existing theories and models
for exhange bias formulated up to date. We also present results of simulations based on a simple
model of a ore/shell nanopartile in whih the values of mirosopi parameters suh as anisotropy
and exhange onstants an be tuned in the ore, shell and at the interfaial regions, oering new
insight on the mirosopi origin of the experimental phenomenology. A detailed study of the of the
magneti order of the interfaial spins shows ompelling evidene that most of the experimentally
observed eets an be qualitatively aounted within the ontext of this model and allows also to
quantify the magnitude of the loop shifts with striking agreement with the marosopi observed
values.
PACS numbers: 75.60.-d,05.10.Ln,75.50.Tt,75.60.Jk
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magneti ne partiles have attrated a onstant
interest among the sienti ommunity during the
last deades beause of their inreasing number of
appliations
1
. The demand for miniaturization and
the availability of new synthesis and measurement
tehniques
2
have allowed to prepare nanostrutrutured
materials with dierent dimesionalities on the submiron
range. This has open the eld of nanomagnetism to a
handful of new opportunies
3
that exploit new magneti,
optial and eletrial properties that emerge when re-
duing the size of the partiles to the nanosale
4,5,6
, of
interest in wide areas of siene ranging from magneti
reording and quantum omputing
7
to Earth sienes
8
and biomediine
9,10,11,12,13
.
Due to their redued dimensions, nanopartiles display
peuliar magneti and transport properties
14
that are not
present in the bulk materials as a onsequene of the in-
terplay between intrinsi properties arising from nite-
size eets and olletive eets due to dierent kinds
of interpartile interations
15
. A diret onsequene of
the nite size of the partiles is superparamagnetism,
whih is a drawbak for magneti reording appliations
beause it auses thermal destabilization of the reord-
ing units. However, superparamagneti (SP) response
is desirable for most of biomedial appliations. Another
eet inuening the magneti response of the nanoparti-
les is the redution of the magneti net moment as om-
pared to bulk. This is due to the ompetition between
the dierent magneti ordering at the partile ore and
its surfae, whih has a higher degree of disorder due
to the broken symmetry, roughness and dierent stoi-
hiometry from the bulk material. Partile surfaes are
usually exposed to environment and are, therefore, easily
oxydized, resulting in ore/shell strutures that an be
otherwise produed by ontrolled hemial synthesis
16,17
in a variety of morphologies and ompositions. Magneti
ore/shell nanopartiles with funtionalyzed shells and
oatings are also neessary in biomediine for applia-
tions in targeted delivery and diagnostis
18
.
An attrative omposition results from the ombina-
tion of a ferromagneti (FM) ore surrounded by an anti-
ferromagneti (AFM) shell (usually an oxide) oupled by
the exhange interation at the interfae between them.
Interesting proximity eets result from the strutural
modiation and ompetition of dierent magneti or-
derings at the FM/AFM interfae. In partiular, the
exhange oupling at a FM/AFM interfae may indue
unidiretional anisotropy in the FM below the Neél tem-
perature of the AFM, ausing a shift in the hysteresis
loop, a phenomenon known as exhange bias (EB). For
EB to our, the Curie temperature TC of the FM has
to be greater than TN and the system has to be ooled
from a starting temperatute in between in the presene
of an applied eld HFC. Moreover, the anisotropy of
the AFM has to be high enough so that its spins remain
xed during the hysteresis loop. Although the rst ob-
servations of this phenomenon, dating bak ve deades
ago
19,20
, were reported on oxidized nanopartiles, most of
the subsequent studies have foused on layered FM/AFM
strutures
21,22
beause of their appliation in advaned
magneti devies
4,23
. However, in reent years, the study
of EB in nanopartiles and nanostrutures has gained re-
newed interest
24
sine it has been shown that ontrol of
the ore/shell interations or of the exhange oupling
between the partile surfae and the embedding matrix
an be a way to beat the SP limit
25,26
.
Both nanopartiles and layered systems display om-
mon phenomenolgy although, in the later ase, a wider
range of experimenal tehniques have been used whih
have provided deeper knowledge on the mirosopi
mehanisms that are at the basis of the EB eet. Thus,
2knowledge of the magneti struture at the interfae has
beome a subjet of primary interest in understanding
EB. At dierene from layered systems, the interfae
of ore/shell nanopartiles naturally inorporates rough-
ness and non-ompensation of the magnetization, two of
the main ingredients for whih dierent assumptions are
adopted by the existing models for EB in lms
27,28
. How-
ever, the interpretation of the results may be hindered
by olletive eets and interations with the embedding
matrix sine, up to date, no EB experiment has been on-
duted on a single partile, whih would allow to onfront
the results with the existing models.
Most of the theoretial framework for the explana-
tion of EB is based in marosopi or phenomenologi-
al models for layered systems, adapted to the parti-
ular struture and omposition of spei ombinations
of materials. Guided by simpliity and reproduibility
of experimental results, simplifying assumptions about
the magneti order in the FM and AFM layers are often
assumed whih may not allow to understand the real mi-
rosopi origin of the EB eets. Moreover, and despite
the similarities in both ases, the models used for EB in
layered systems are not well suited for partile systems,
sine surfae eets and the redued dimensionality of
the nanopartiles are supposed to play a role in the ob-
servation of EB.
For this purpose, omputer simulations based either
on Monte Carlo (MC) methods or on the miromagneti
approah
29
have proved useful to gain insight into the
mirosopi origin of EB. These methods allow to take
as inputs mirosopi parameters suh as exhange and
anisotropy onstants spei to the materials at hand and
also to take into aount the spei arrangement of the
magneti atoms in a lattie. As an output, marosop-
ially measurable quantities, suh as the magnetization,
an be omputed without loosing valuable information
about the mirosoopi magneti ongurations that are
at the origin of the observed phenomena.
In this artile, we will review the main phenomenol-
ogy assoiated to EB in ore/shell nanopartile systems
and the main existing models to explain it. The review
is organized as follows. In Se. II, we review the main
nanopartile systems for whih EB has been reported,
with speial emphasis in nanopartiles with ore/shell
struture. Next, in Se. III, we present a summary of
the dierent phenomenology assoiated to EB found ex-
perimentally for ore/shell nanopartiles. In Se. IV
the results of MC simulations of a model of ore/shell
nanopartile reently proposed by us
30,31
, together with
other results in the literature, are presented. We end
with the nal onlusions and remarks in Se. V.
II. CORE/SHELL NANOPARTICLES
DISPLAYING EB
Observation of EB in nanopartiles has been reported
for a wide variety of materials and morphologies whih
an be divided in three ategories: (1) single phase ferri-
magneti or antiferromagneti oxides, (2) nanopartiles
embedded in a AFM matries and (3) nanopartiles with
ore/shell struture.
In the rst group we have ferrites, manganites and an-
tiferromagneti partiles (see tables 1 and 2 for a sum-
mary of results in Ref. 24). The origin of EB in this
kind of nanopartiles is not established yet, sine, in this
ase, one annot stritly speak of a FM oupled to an
AFM material. Therefore, the observation of EB has
been attributed to the freezing of a spin-glass surfae
layer of spins whih is formed due to nite-size and sur-
fae eets
32,33
. However, the fat that for this kind of
partiles high eld irreveribilities and non-saturating hys-
teresis loops are ommonly found, poses the question of
whether minor loop eets ould also be at the origin of
loop shifts.
Another way to get a high density of interfae ou-
pling FM and AFM phases of dierent materials is by
embedding FM partiles in AFM hosts synthesized with
dierent tehniques, although in these systems no lear
separation between ore and a well dened shell an be
made. We refer the reader to Refs. 24 (setion 3.3) and
34 for reent reviews of results in this kind of systems.
Finally, some of the largest observed EB elds have
been reported for partiles onsisting of a FM ore
and an AFM (or ferrimagneti) shell whih has been
grown around the ore by hemial modiation (usu-
ally partial oxidation) of the FM material. Among
them, some partiular ombinations have deserved
speial attention as Co/CoO, where the EB eet
was rst desribed by Meiklejohn and Bean
19,20,35
and revisited some deades later by Gangopadhyay et
al.
36,37
and later by Peng and oworkers
38,39,40,41,42
.
More reent studies of EB phenomenology in Co/CoO
nanopartiles are listed in what follows 25,26,43,44,
44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62.
Other ore/shell partile systems having Co and other
oxides have also been studied suh as NiCo/NiCoO
63
,
Co/CoN
64
, Co/MnO
65
, Co80Ni20/oxide
66,67
and
CoPt/CoO
68
. Studies of iron oxidized partiles suh
as Fe3O4/FeO
69,70
, Fe/γ-Fe2O3
71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79
and Fe/FexO
77,80,81,82,83,84,85,86
have also reported a
variety of eets related to EB. Let us mention also
the ases of Ni/NiO
87,88,89,90,91,92,93
, Cr2O3/CrO2
94
,
ZnFe2O4/CoFe2O4
95
, FeCo/CoFeO
96
, and also re-
ently FePt/MnO
97
, and FePt/Fe3O4
98,99
. There
has been also reent reports of EB in unonventional
morphologies suh as AFM Mn (ore)/ferrimagneti
(FIM) Mn3O4(shell)
100
, FIM CoFe2O4 (ore)/AFM Mn
(shell)
101
nanopartiles, Fe3O4/Co nanoables
102,103
,
and even Fe/Co oxidized partiles enapsulated in a
ferritin ase
104
.
3III. EB PHENOMENOLOGY
Although the main indiation of the existene of ex-
hange bias is the observation of shifted hysteresis loops
along the eld axis after eld ooling aross the Neél tem-
perature of the AFM TN , some other marosopi eets
usually aompany the observation of loop shifts. In what
follows, we will summarize the main experimental obser-
vations related to EB peuliar to ore/shell nanopartiles,
omparing them with similar results observed in layered
systems when possible.
A. Coerivity inrease
The most usual is the inrease in the oerive eld HC
after eld ooling observed below TN , whih is related
to the unidiretional anisotropy indued on the FM by
the eld ooling proess. Inreased oerivities should
appear only when the anisotropy of the AFM omponent
is small ompared with the exhange oupling with the
FM omponent. In this ase, partial rotation of the spins
of the AFM shell, whih are dragged by the FM ore
spins during the hysteresis loop, is expeted resulting in
inreased HC . A two times inrease was found in for 13
nm Co/CoO in Ref.
47
and also in Ref.
105
.
B. Partie size dependene
As in the ase of thin lm systems, where the exhange
bias eld Heb is found to depend both on the thikness
of the FM and AFM layers, EB eets in nanopartiles
should depend on the partile size (ore diameter DC)
and the thikness of the AFM shellDSh. The dependene
of Heb on the partile ore size should be similar to that
on the thikness of the FM layer in thin lm systems and,
therefore, Heb should inrease when reduing the partile
size Heb ∼ 1/DC . This trend was rst reported in oxide
passivated Co partiles
36,37
in the size range of 5-35 nm
and later onrmed by Peng and oworkers
38,39,41,42
on
oxide oated Co/CoO partiles with sizes 6-13 nm obtain-
ing EB elds as large as 10.2 kOe for the smallest partiles
and a oerivity of 5 kOe. This has also been observed
in oxygen passivated Fe partiles with diameters of 6-15
nm
71,72
, and in Fe/γ-Fe2O3 partiles
76,79
. Moreover, a
ritial partile size below whih EB is absent for any ra-
tio of ferromagneti and antiferromagneti onstituents
has been reported
56
for Co/CoO 3 nm nanopartiles em-
bedded in Al2O3. The reason is that, due to the large
surfae-to-volume ratio below the ritial size, the ex-
hange energy at the FM-AFM interfae beomes smaller
than both the eetive Zeeman energy of the FM and the
anisotropy energy of the AFM. In a later study on a sam-
ple onsisting of 2.5 nm Co lusters embedded in a CoO
matrix, the same authors performed a more omplete
study for samples with dierent oxide layer thiknesses
57
.
In fat, some authors have also reported an upper riti-
al size (40 nm for the CoNi/CoO parties embedded in
PVC of Ref. 67) for the observation of EB. In another
study of CoFe2O4 partiles
106
with diameters 15-48 nm
a nonmonotoni size dependene of Heb, similar to what
is observed in HC , has been observed (although at muh
higher temperature of 77 K), with an inrease with par-
tile size up to a peak at around 27 nm followed by a
subsequent derease and vanishing for 40 nm partiles.
More reently, a study by Boubeta et al.
78
on oxidized
Fe partiles with diameters ranging from 5 to 13 nm have
onrmed the disappearene of EB below a ritial diam-
eter of 5 nm and attributed this eet to the dereasing
thikness of the spin-glass-like layer when dereasing the
nanopartile size. However, in the oxidized Fe partiles
studied by Ceylan et al.
86
, the small partiles (7.5 nm
in diameter) were found to have muh higher HEB than
the big ones (13 nm in diameter), probably due to the
inreased relative eet of the AFM shell and the more
amorphous struture of the shell in the smallest partiles.
C. Shell thikness dependene
Fewer studies have foused on the role played by
the shell thikness, sine the formation of oxidized
phases annot be easily ontrolled independently of the
ore size. As indiated by some models of EB for
thin lms
107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115
, there should be
a minimum ritial shell thikness for the observation of
a loop shift, sine the anisotropy energy per unit area of
the AFM has to be larger than the interfaial exhange
energy for EB to exist. Above this limiting thikness,
Heb should inrease with DSh up to a ritial shell thik-
ness above whih it would beome independent of DSh.
This has been partially orroborated by several works
on nanopartiles of dierent ompositions in whih sam-
ples prepared by the same tehnique but dierent degrees
of oxidation were ompared
51,55,57,63,81,82,83,84,85
. More-
over, the ritial shell thikness in nanopartiles should
depend on the anisotropy of the AFM as was rst estab-
lished in bilayers by Lund et al.
116
.
D. Training eets
A less studied eet, rst desribed for thin lms
117
but also observed in nanopartiles, is the so-alled train-
ing eet, whih is observed when the hysteresis loop are
suesively repeated a number of times n after FC. Heb
gradually dereases with n in thin lms, reeting the de-
viation of the AFM spin struture at the interfae layer
from its equilibrium onguration
118,119
. The relaxation
of the frozen spins along the ooling eld diretion re-
dues the eetive pinning energy, resulting in a derease
ofHeb with the number of eld yles. Moreover, the bias
eld inrease with inreasing sweep rate of the magneti
eld has been desribed by a dynamially generalized the-
4ory based on triggered relaxation, in exellent agreement
with the experiments
120,121,122
. A quantitative explana-
tion based on the Kolmogorov-Avrami model desribing
the dynamis of AFM layers
123
seems to desribe or-
retly experimental data on the Heb(t) dependene. Also
the symmetry of the anisotropy in the AFM seems to be
ruial for the understanding of training eets
124
.
In ore/shell nanopartiles, this training eet is har-
aterized by a derease of the oerive eld on the de-
sending eld branh of the loop, whereas the asending
branh is usually retraed on suesive ylings. More-
over, the training rate seems to depend strongly on the
properties, namely the AFM or ferrimagneti harater,
of the oxide shells. Thus, whereas in some Co/CoO parti-
le systems the training is more pronouned after the se-
ond yle
41,57,61
, in some Fe/Fe oxide partile systems
82
,
the training eet is only dereased to about 89% after
the 14
th
yle (see also Refs. 76,125). Clearly related
to training eets is the observation of aging eets on
Heb when the hysteresis loops are measured at dierent
waiting times after the ooling eld is applied
126
.
E. Temperature dependene
Of ourse, both Heb and Hc are thermal dependent
quantities. Sine the AFM or ferrimagneti magneti or-
der at the partile shell, whih is at the origin of the
existene of EB, is degraded by temperature, EB should
disappear when approahing the ordering temperature of
the shell TN , whih is lower than the Curie temperature
TC of the FM ore. In fat, for most experimental sys-
tems, EB disappears at a so-alled bloking temperature
TB lower than TN , although this is not neessarily true
for Hc, for whih nite values higher than those obtained
after ZFC are usually observed up to TN
127
.
For thin lms, it has been argued that the dierene
between TB and TN depends on the AFM layer thikness
and is not related to nite-size eets on TN
128
. However,
in partile systems, this has been attributed to the SP
behavior of the AFM oxide shell at a temperature lower
than the TN of the shell, whih might be omposed of
very small rystallites
37,45,48
. With respet to the exat
T dependene, in thin lms, linear dependenies of both
quantities are usually observed
127,129,130
in aordane
with the random eld model of Malozemo
131,132,133
.
This is not always the ase for ore/shell nanoparti-
les, for whih faster than linear deays of Heb and
Hc have been reported for Co/CoO partiles
37,41,48
, al-
though quasi-linear dependenies are also found
59
. A
law of the kind Heb(T ) = Heb(0)(1 − T/TN)
n
with
n = 3/2 has been shown43,45,47 to t experimental data
on Co/CoO partiles, whih is in aordane with the
preditions of a model for polyrystalline bilayers
134
that
takes into aount the thermal instability of the AFM
shell. It must also be remembered that, when dealing
with nanopartile systems, other fators apart form the
strutural ones, intrinsi to the partile, suh as the vol-
ume distribution, randomness of the anisotropy axes and
the existene interpartile interations
1
may inuene the
thermal dependene of both Heb and Hc.
F. Cooling eld dependene
There is no general trend for the dependene of Heb
on the ooling eld magnitude in layered systems. De-
pending on the details of the mirosopi struture of the
interfae and the AFM layer and the preparation on-
ditions, both a slight derease
135
or inrease
108
of Heb
with inreasing T have been reported. However, some
systems
21
display loops shifts towards positive eld val-
ues instead of to negative elds for large ooling elds.
This eet has been argued to be possible when the
oupling at the interfae is AFM. Estimations of the
rossover eld have been given
136,137,138,139
, and experi-
ments have also proved the validity of the hypothesis in
several bilayered systems
127,140,141,142,143,144
.
Field ooling dependenies have been reported only
reently in ore/shell nanopartiles. In CoFe2O4
partiles
106
, Heb has been found to inrease with the ool-
ing eld for values of HFC up to 5000 Oe while, for higher
elds, a slight derease is observed aompanied by a de-
rease in the vertial loop shift. On the other hand, while
for Co/CoO nanopartiles
49 Heb ontinue to inrease for
elds up to 5 T with values of the order of 1-2 kOe at
300 K, for Fe/FeO nanopartiles
70,73,145
, Heb presents a
maximum at a eld ooling value around 5 kOe whih
inreases with dereasing T . In this ase, Heb dereases
with further inreasing the ooling eld, reahing a value
of only 250 Oe at 5 T and 5 K. The authors argued
that the appearane of the maximum is due to the glassy
magneti nature of the oxide phase at the shell, whih
might be destroyed by inreasing magneti elds or tem-
peratures. A similar behaviour has also been reported in
phase-separated LSCO perovskite
146
. A lear-ut inter-
pretation for these systems is still laking.
G. Asymmetry of the hysteresis loop
Another ommonly observed feature in bilayers is an
asymmetry between the desending and inreasing eld
branhes of the loops after FC, whih has been related
to dierent magnetization reversal mehanisms in eah
of the branhes. While in the desending eld branh
reversal takes plae usually by uniform rotation, in the
inreasing eld branh, reversal by nuleation and prop-
agation of domain walls or non-uniform strutures seems
to be the dominant mehanism. Dierent tehniques,
sensitive to mirosopi magneti ongurations of the
FM and AFM, have onrmed these dierent reversal
mehanisms. First studies on this issue were performed
in FeNi/FeMn lms by magneto-optial methods
147,148
and in MnF2/Fe
149,150
and CoO/Co bilayers
127,151,152,153
by polarized neutron reetometry. Later on, also X-ray
5photoemission mirosopy has been used in Fe/MnPd
lms
154
, time-resolved Kerr magnetometry in FeF2/Fe
bilayers
155
and neutron sattering in patterned Co/CoO
nanostrutures
156
. Reently, the origin of asymmetri
loops in some partiular systems has been asribed to
the ompetition between the FM and the interfaial FM-
AFM exhange anisotropies
157,158
and dierent reversal
proesses in both loop branhes have also been revealed
by SXRMS and tehniques in perpendiularly oupled
exhange oupled lms
159
and by MOKE in Fe/MnF2
bilayers
160
.
Asymmetries in the shape of the hysteresis loops of
ore/shell partiles are also evident in some systems, but,
in this ase, present experimental tehniques annot eas-
ily give information about the mirosopi mehanisms
involved in the reversal proesses beause of the partile
size dispersion always present in samples. For this pur-
pose, experiments being able to measure magneti prop-
erties of a single nanopartile (in the spirit of those per-
formed by Wernsdorfer and oworkers
161,162,163
) would
help to larify this ontroversial issue.
H. Vertial loop shifts
In some systems, shifts along the magnetization axes
have also been reported
140,164
that have been related
to indued magneti moments. This vertial shift de-
pends on the ooling eld (it may be negative for low
HFC and positive for large HFC) and the mirostru-
ture of AFM layer. Reently, X-ray magneti iru-
lar dihroism (XMCD) experiments on Ni/FeF2 bilay-
ers have proved that the vertial shift is due to the
existene of unompensated Fe pinned moments in the
AFM
143
. Huang and o-workers
144
have observed lin-
ear dependene of the exhange eld on the magnetiza-
tion shift in ZnCo0.07O/NiO layers, proving the role of
unompensated pinned spins on the observation of the
eet. Some ore/shell nanopartiles also display this
phenomenology. Vertial shifts have been reported
96
for
Ni/NiO
87,88
, Co/CoO
49,56,57,61
, Fe/Fe2O3
75,76,86
and in
milled Fe/MnO2
165
partiles, with values muh higher
than those reported for bilayers. The linear dependene
of the vertial shifts measured at dierent temperatures
on Heb found in 49,75 indiates that the vertial shifts
are proportional to the number of net frozen spins. A
nonmonotoni dependene of the shifts on the partile
size and ooling eld, in agreement with that found for
Heb, has been reported by Mumtaz et al.
106
.
I. Nature of the interfae oupling
Reently, several spetrosopi tehniques have pro-
vided insight on the struture and magneti behavior
of the interfae spins at a mirosopi level, demon-
strating the ruial role played by unompensated in-
terfaial spins on EB in several bilayered thin lm
systems
154,159,166,167,168,169,170
and also demonstrating
unambiguously the existene of domain walls in the FM
parallel to the AF/FM interfae
171
. Similar tehniques
appliable to nanopartiles suh as X-ray absorption and
XMCD have also been used to study Fe oxide passivated
iron nanopartiles
172
. The relative sign of the metal and
oxide related dihroism allows to onlude that the ou-
pling aross the interfae is FM. This nding is opposed
to the situation at the Fe(110)/Fe3O4 interfae, where
an AFM oupling was found
173
. Presene of unompen-
sated Co magneti moments at the interfae of a 22.5
nm CoO shell surrounding a metalli f-like 7-8 nm Co
ore was also evidened by XMCD
44,47
.
J. Other reent observations
In this last subsetion, we would like to mention
some very reent experimental observations in ore/shell
nanopartile systems whih have given evidenes of new
phenomenology not mentioned in the previous subse-
tions and that we think will estimulate further stud-
ies both from the experimental and theoretial point of
views. Tray et al.
61
have reported an investigation of
the role of defets on the magneti properties of Co/CoO
nanopartiles in whih, by measuring magnetization and
thermoremanene urves under ingenious FC protools
with intermediate eld reversals, they are able to show
that the defet moments freeze at low temperature and
have a distribution of melting temperatures and that they
dominate EB at low temperature, exhibiting also a ther-
mal memory eet. The role of dilution on the AFM
have also been studied in bilayers
174,175
. Both experi-
mental and simulation results onrm an enhanement
of Heb with inreasing defet onentration. Nogués et
al.
26
have demonstrated that the magneti properties of
Co/CoO nanopartiles embedded in an Al2O3 matrix,
depend strongly on the in-plane overage, even in the di-
luted regime. In partiular, the authors have found that
both HC and Heb radially inrease with inreasing ov-
erage. The experiments allow the authors to onlude
that these observations annot be aounted by dipolar
interations between the ores and should be attributed
to shell mediated interations when partile beome in
ontat. This would also help to explain the satter of
values for HC and Heb found in the literature. A study of
CoO granular lms deposited on layered FM strutures
by Gruyters
62
have shown that EB in this system an be
explained by the spin-glass-like state in the nanopartiles
onstituting the CoO lm without the need for ore/shell
struture. These results show that pinning eets in EB
systems are not only related to unompensated spins,
but may arise due to a frozen state in the AFM similar
to a spin-glass. Moreover, the dedued unusually large
unompensated magnetization has no simple quantita-
tive relation to Heb, a fat that requires further theoret-
ial developement in order to be understood. The same
author has proposed a model
176
, based on the random
6magneti anisotropy of CoO nanopartiles, aording to
whih the observation of EB an be attributed to an in-
teration between the AFM order and unompensated
spins in the AFM material without expliitly invoking
the exhange oupling to a FM. Another study that will
hopefully provide a new diretion for studies of EB is that
by Ali and o-workers
177
on a Co/CuMn bilayer system,
whih has evidened the possibility of observing most of
the EB assoiated phenomenology using a spin-glass ma-
terial instead of onventional AFM. A striking dierene
form FM/AFM bilayers a hange in sign of the bias eld
just below the bloking temperature has been found in
this system, indiating that the indiret RKKY exhange
within the pinning layer may aount for the observed ef-
fets. One may wonder if ore/shell partiles with similar
morphologies ould also give surprising new eets.
IV. MODELS AND SIMULATIONS
Some mirosopi models for bilayers have un-
dertaken alulations of EB elds under ertain
assumptions
178,179
, numerial studies based on
a mean eld approah
180
or Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations
181,182,183
making dierent assumptions
about the interfae. However, only very reently, some
works partially addressing the EB phenomenology in
nanostrutures have been published
184,185
.
A. Model of ore/shell partile
In order to understand what is the mirosopi origin of
all the phenomenology assoiated to EB eets presented
in the preeding setion, we have developed a model for a
single nanopartile with ore/shell struture whih ap-
tures the main ingredients that are believed to be nees-
sary for the observation of EB. A shemati drawing of
the partile is shown in Fig. 1. Atomi spins are onsid-
ered to sit on the nodes of a s lattie and the partile is
buildt by onsidering the spins inside a sphere of radius
R (measured in multiples of the unit ell dimensions a)
entered in on of the lattie nodes. Three regions are
distinguished inside the partile: a ore with radius RC ,
a shell of thikness RSh = R − RC and the ore/shell
interfae that is formed by the ore (shell) spins hav-
ing nearest neighbours on the shell (ore). In most of
the results presented in the following, we have onsid-
ered a xed partile size R = 12a an a shell of thikness
RSh = 3a. Taking a = 0.3 nm, suh a partile orre-
sponds to typial real dimensions R ≃ 4 nm and RSh ≃ 1
nm and ontains 5575 spins, of whih 45 % are on the
surfae. Sine we are interested in studying magneti
properties observed in real ore/shell partiles, we will
onsider that the ore of the partile is made of a FM
material and that the outer shell is an AFM. Dierent
harateristi mirosopi parameters, suh as exhange
and anisotropy, will be onsidered in the three regions,
Core
FIG. 1: (Color online) Shemati drawing of model of a
ore/shell nanopartile of total radius R used in the MC sim-
ulations. The spins sit on the nodes of a s lattie. The AFM
shell has width RSh (green and yellow spins) and the FM ore
(blue spins) a radius RC = R − RSh. The ore/shell inter-
fae (light blue and yellow spins) is formed by the ore (shell)
spins having nearest neighbours on the shell (ore).
with xed values at the ore and shell regions and that
will be varied at the interfae in order to study what is
its spei role in establishing EB properties.
To aount for the nite values of anisotropy in real
systems, we have onsidered a model of Heisenberg las-
sial spins
~Si, interating aording to the following mi-
rosopi Hamiltonian
H/kB = −JC
∑
〈i,j〉∈C
~Si · ~Sj − JS
∑
〈i,j〉∈Sh
~Si · ~Sj
−JInt
∑
〈i∈C,j∈Sh〉
~Si · ~Sj − kC
∑
i∈C
(Szi )
2
−kS
∑
i∈Sh
(Szi )
2 −
N∑
i=1
~h · ~Si . (1)
The rst three terms desribe the nearest-neigbor ex-
hage interations between the spins with dierent values
of the exhange onstants at the dierent partile regions.
Core spin are FM with JC > 0, whereas spins in the shell
are AFM with JS < 0. The values of these onstants will
be kept onstant and xed arbitrarily to JC = 10 and
JSh = −0.5JC, whih just x the Curie temperature of
the FM to TC = 29 K and the Neél temperature of AFM
to TN = 14.5 K, a value lower than TC as is the ase in
most oxides with respet to their native materials. Fi-
nally, for spins the exhange onstant at the interafae
JInt ≶ 0 will be allowed to vary between 0 and ±JC in
order to study the role played by the oupling aross the
ore/shell interfae on magneti properties.
The fourth and fth terms orrespond to the on-site
uniaxial anisotropy with kC and kSh the values of the
anisotropy onstants at the ore and at the shell. They
an be related to values in real units through the orre-
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Thermal dependene of the normalized
magnetizations of a ore/shell partile when ooling form a
disordered state at T > TN down to T = 0.1 in the presene
of an external magneti eld hFC = 4 K. The values of the
exhange oupling at the interfae are (a) JInt = −0.5JC and
(b) JInt = +0.5JC. The dierent urves orrespond to the
ontributions of the ore MC, shell MSh and interfae MInt
spins to the total magnetization MT. Insets display the on-
tributions of only the interfaial shell spins to MInt (M
Int
Sh , in
irles) and, among these, the ones having 1 (blak), 2 (red)
and 3 (green) nearest-neigbors in the ore.
spondene
kC =
KCV
NC
, kSh =
KShS
NSh
(2)
, where KC and KSh are the anisotropy onstants in
units of energy per unit volume (V ) or surfae (S) of
the partile. The value of kC will be xed to kC = 1
K, whih just sets the value of the anisotropy eld of
the FM ore, whereas the anisotropy at the AFM shell
has to be higher than that in the ore as required to
pin the AFM spins during the hysteresis loops so that
EB is observed. Therefore, we x kSh = 10 K, whih is
whih also in agreement with the reported enhaned sur-
fae anisotropies due redued loal oordination at the
outer partile shells
186,187
. Finally, the last term is the
Zeeman energy oupling to an external magneti eld H ,
where h = µH/kB denotes the eld strength in temper-
ature units, with µ the magneti moment of the spin.
Based on this Hamiltonian, we have performed Monte
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Spin onguration of an equatorial
ut of the partile attained after the eld ooling proess de-
sribed in Fig. 1. Core spins are dark blue, spins at the shell
are green while intefae ore and shell spins have been ol-
ored in light blue and yellow. (b-d) Congurations of the ore
(shell) spins at the interfae having 1, 2 or 3 nearest neigh-
bors in the shell (ore). [Reprinted with permission from Ref.
31, O. Iglesias et al. Physia B 372, 247 (2006). Copyright
Elsevier B. V.℄
Carlo simulations using Metropolis algorithm. As for the
spin updates, we use a ombination of the trial steps
whih has proved useful for Heisenberg spins with nite
anisotropies as desribed elsewhere
188,189
.
B. Field ooled states
First, we will study the magneti state of the partile
after a eld ooling proess with the purpose to hara-
terize the magneti order indued on the interfaial spins.
Our protool to simulate the eld ooling proess is as
follows. We start the simulations from a high temper-
ature T0 > TN disordered state in whih the spins are
pointing in random diretions with zero net magnetiza-
tion. The temperature is then redued in onstant steps
δ = 0.1K down to the nal temperature T = 0.1 K in
the presene of a magneti eld hFC = 4 K applied along
the easy-axis diretion. At eah temperature, the mag-
netization is averaged over a number of 10000 MC steps
after 10000 MC steps used for thermalization, using the
usual heat bath dynamis for ontinuous spins.
As an example, the thermal dependene of the nor-
malized magnetization along the eld diretion is shown
in Fig. 2 for a partile with AFM or FM interfae ou-
pling JInt = ∓0.5JC. In this gure, the ontributions
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Hysteresis loops for a partile with ra-
diusR = 12 a obtained from a ZFC state and after FC down to
T = 0.1 in a eld hFC for JSh = −0.5JC and JInt = −(+)0.5JC
in the left (right) olumn. Panels (a) display the total normal-
ized magnetization omponent along the eld diretion. Pan-
els (b) show the normalized ontributions of the shell spins
at ore/shell interfae to the total magnetization of the loop.
Panels () show the ontribution of the interfaial spins at the
shell to M IntSh having 1, 2 or 3 nn in the ore.
of the spins in the ore (MC), in the shell (MSh) and
at the interfae (MInt) to the total magnetization MT
have been plotted separately. As it an be seen in the
main panels, during the ooling proess, the ore spins
progressively order ferromagnetially as indiated by the
inrease of MC towards 1. At the same time, as T is re-
dued below the Neél temperature of the shell, the AFM
order is also established in the shell spins, although a -
nite value of MSh remains at the lowest temperature due
to the nonompensation between sublatties aused by
the nite-size and spherial shape of the partile. Most
importantly, independently of the nature of the oupling
between the ore and shell spins, the interfaial spins
are not ompensated, as indiated by the nite magne-
tization attained at low T , whih, of ourse, is lower
in the AFM ase (MInt = 0.37) than in the FM one
(MInt = 0.605.
In order to gain deeper understanding on the origin
of this net interfae magnetization, rst notie that the
interfaial spins at the ore are all pointing in the eld di-
retion after the FC proess. Therefore, unompensated
moments must be originated at the shell interfae. We
show in the insets of Fig. 2 the ontributions to MInt
of the interfaial spins at the partile shell in the urve
labeled M IntSh (in irles). Comparing the insets in panels
(a) and (b), we see that the sign of the net magnetization
at the shell interfae is in aordane with sign of the in-
terfae oupling. Further inspetion of the ontributions
of spins having dierent number of nn in the ore, allows
us to onlude that the aligning eet of the ooling eld
is more eetive for the spins with lower number of nn in
the AFM ase and for those with more nn in the FM ase.
It an also be seen that the major ontribution to the net
interfae magnetization omes from the shell spins with
3 nn in the ore, independently of the sign of JInt. As
it an be onluded from the preeding observations, the
geometri struture and magneti ordering of the inter-
fae in a ore/shell nanopartile is more intriate than in
the ase of FM/AF oupled bilayers due to the roughness
inherent to the geometry of the interfae. At dierene
from bilayers, interfaial spins may have dierent number
of neighbors depending on their position and, therefore,
the interfae spins at the shell present regions with either
loal ompensated or unompensated magneti order.
C. FC hysteresis loops
In order to study the phenomenology assoiated to EB
eets, we have also performed simulations of hysteresis
loops following a protool that mimis the experimental
one: ongurations obtained at the lowest temperature
after the FC proess desribed in the preeding setion
are used as the starting state and then the hysteresis
loops are reorded by yling the magneti eld from h =
4 K to h = −4 K in steps δh = −0.1 K and the dierent
quantites averaged during 200MC steps per spin at every
eld after other initial 200 MC stepd are disarded for
thermalization. Hysteresis loops obtained from a zero
eld ooled (ZFC) state have also been simulated starting
from a demagnetized state at the measuring temperature,
then following the rst magnetization urve up to h = 4
K and, nally, performing the hysteresis loop as desribed
before.
Typial ZFC and FC hysteresis loops are shown in Fig.
4 (upper panels) for two values of the interfae oupling
JInt/JC = −0.5,+0.5. Compared to the loops obtained
from ZFC state, the loops obtained after FC are shifted
towards negative eld values and have slightly inreased
oerivity (see Figs. 1a), independenly of the sign of the
interfaial exhange oupling. The values of the oerive
elds for the dereasing and inreasing eld branhes will
be denoted by h−C and h
+
C , respetively. Therefore, the
oerive eld and the EB elds are dened as hC = (h
+
C
−
h−
C
)/2 and heb = (h
+
C
+ h−
C
)/2, respetively. The origin
of the shift in the FC ase an be better understood by
looking at the ontribution of interfae spins belonging to
the shell, M IntSh , to the total magnetization as displayed
in the middle panels of Fig. 4.
As we have previously revealed by the detailed in-
spetion of the mirosopi ongurations attained after
FC, the interfaial spins at the shell aquire a negative
(JInt < 0) or positive (JInt > 0) net magnetization after
9FC, in both ases higher than the one attained after ZFC,
although more pronouned for the negative oupling ase.
This net magneti moment, indued by the geometrial
symmetry breaking and the alignment of groups of spins
into the eld diretion, generates loal elds on the ore
spins that point into the same diretion as the external
eld, ausing the shift of the hysteresis loops.
To further support this observation, we note that the
hysteresis loops are shifted by the same amount but to-
wards the positive eld axis when ooling in a eld ap-
plied in a diretion negative with respet to the measur-
ing eld (see for example the dashed lines in Fig 6 for
JInt/JC = −0.5,−1). These observations reet that,
after the FC proess, a fration of the interfaial spins
(≈15 % of the interfae spins at the shell) have been
pinned along a diretion ompatible with the ore/shell
exhange interation, as orroborated also by the verti-
al shifts in the M IntSh loops (to be ommented below).
This is no longer true for the ZFC ase, for whih a high
fration of interfaial spins follows the reversal of the FM
ore, as reeted by the hange in sign of M IntSh along the
hysteresis loop. Moreover, FC hysteresis loops obtained
for the same partiles but without inreased anisotropy
at the AFM shell (performed setting kSh = 1) display no
EB but, instead, have inreased oerive elds ompared
to ZFC loops. In this ase, no interfaial shell spins are
pinned and, during reversal, they are dragged by the ore
spins due to the dominane of exhange oupling over
anisotropy energy. This observation demonstrates that
high anisotropy AFM are required to obtain exhanged
biased loops.
It turns out that disorder and frustration at the sur-
fae indued by radial anisotropy and nite-size eets
alone are not enough to produe sizable loops shifts
as simulations performed for partiles with no AF shell
demonstrate
190
.
D. Quantifying heb: mirosopi origin of EB
One of the most ontroversial points in EB onerns
the evaluation of the loop shifts from a model of the
system at hand. Dierent theories and models usually
predit EB shifts that dier by orders of magnitude from
that measured experimentally. An arhetypial example
is the expression rst derived by Meiklejohn and Bean
(MB)
19,20,35
for a bilayer that reads
Heb =
Jeb
µ0MF tF
, (3)
where Jeb is the interfaial exhange energy per unit area
and MF , tF are the magnetization and thikness of FM
layer, respetively. Although this expression desribes
orretly the linear derease of Heb with tF , it fails in
the quantitative predition of most of the measured loop
shifts, the reasons being, essentially, that the FM/AFM
interfae is supposed to be fully unompensated and ide-
ally smooth and that the AFM is onsidered to be single
domain with spins that remain unhanged during the re-
versal of the FM. Other models based on rened versions
of the MB model gave improved expressions for Heb that
agreed more reasonably with experimental values in some
layered systems. Let us briey reall that the model by
Malozemo
131,132,133
, that inorporated the roughness of
the interfae as a random eld ating on the FM layer
and a model by Mauri
191
that, following the pioneering
work by Neél
192
, aounted for the possibility of domain
wall formation in the AFM, gave modied expressions
for the EB eld of the kind Heb ∼
∆σAF
µ0MF tF
(∆σAF being
the domain wall energy density in the AFM), whih re-
sult in redued values with respet to the MB model (see
also the models by Kiwi at al.
28,138,139
and Stamps and
o-workers
27,193
).
In spite of the profusion of models presented above,
none of them takes into aount the evolution of the spin
struture of the FM and the AFM along the hystere-
sis loops and this is the reason for their lak of agree-
ment with experiments. More mirosopi approahes
suh as the work by Takano et al.
178
, in whih, by al-
ulating the density of interfaial unompensated spins
in permalloy/CoO bilayers, the authors predited the
orret magnitude of the exhange eld, as well as the
observed inverse dependene on interfaial grain size,
have been more suessful. More reently, a semi-
quantitative aount of the EB eld magnitude has been
presented in a simplied model for Co nanopartiles em-
bedded in a CoO matrix
194
. In order to link the mea-
sured loop shifts to the mirosopi details of the sam-
ples, Monte Carlo and miromagneti simulations based
on mirosopi models
195
have proved useful. Among
them, let us mention here that, to our knowledge, only
the domain state (DS) model proposed by Nowak and
ollaborators
130,181,196,197,198
have been able to establish
a numerial orrespondene betweenHeb and mirosopi
parameters by proving that Heb is proportional to the
irreversible domain state magnetization of the AFM in-
terfae layermIDS as Heb =
JIntmIDS
lµoµ
, where l is the FM
layer thikness and µ the atomi magneti moment.
In the ase of a ore/shell nanopartile, the analysis is
more intriate due to the peuliarities of the ore/shell
interfae as already ommented in Se. IVB, and a more
detailed analysis is needed. In order to eluidate the
role played by the interfae in establishing the EB ef-
fet, we have studied the variation of h−
C
, h+
C
, hC and heb
with the interfae exhange oupling JInt, presented in
Fig. 5a for negative JInt values. With inreasing JInt,
both h−C and h
+
C derease in absolute value, although
they seem to reah a onstant value when approahing
|JInt| = JC. As a onsequene, a derease in hC and
an inrease in heb is observed, with a nearly linear de-
pendene, at least for values of |JInt| smaller than the
exhange oupling at the shell JSh = −0.5JC. Similar
linear dependenies have been found in the DS model
and some other models of bilayers
199
. MC simulations of
a ylindrial nanodot
184
, also demonstrated an inrease
in heb with the saled eetive unidiretional anisotropy.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) Variation of the oerive elds h−C ,
h+
C
, hC and the exhange bias eld heb with the exhange
oupling onstant at the ore/shell interfae for JInt < 0 for a
partile with JSh = −0.5JC. (b) Variation of heb with JInt < 0
(open irles) and JInt > 0 (open squares). The exhange bias
elds omputed from Eq. 5 as desribed in the text are shown
as lled symbols for JInt < 0 (down triangles) and JInt > 0
(up triangles).
For both JInt ≷ 0, the values of hC and heb are very
similar, as an be seen in Fig. 5b. With the inrease of
|JInt|, ore spins beome more oupled to the unpinned
shell spins, therefore failitating the magnetazation re-
versal with the subsequent derease in the oerivity, an
observation also found in miromagneti simulations of a
model of oupled bilayers with grains in the AFM, whih
exhibit random uniaxial anisotropy and are weakly ex-
hange oupled
200,201,202
. At the same time, inreasing
|JInt| while keeping the values of JC, JSh and hFC on-
stant, results in higher loal exhange elds reated by
the unompensated spins at the interfae, ausing an in-
rease of the loop shift. Notie, however, that, inreas-
ing |JInt| above JSh do not result in a further inrease
of heb, whih seems to onverge to a ommon value for
both ases. The reason for this departure from linearity
stems will be ommented in the next setions. Finally,
let us also mention that the values of the oerive and ex-
hange bias elds obtained from simulations are within
the orret order of magnitude when expressed in real
units. For example, for JInt/JC ∈ [−0.3,−0.5], we ob-
tain HC ≈ 1.3 − 1 T and Heb ≈ 0.27 − 0.43 T, whih
are in agreement with typial values found in studies of
oxidized nanopartiles
25,26,32,37,41,55,66,73,76
.
The proportionality of heb to JInt should be taken as
a hint for the mirosopi origin of the loop shifts. As
we have mentioned in previous paragraphs, the observed
vertial displaements of the loops orresponding to the
interfae shell spins point to the existene of a net magne-
tization at the ore/shell interfae due to unompensated
pinned spins at the shell interfae
181
. If this is the ase,
the oerive elds after FC an be thought as the sum
of the ZFC oerive eld h0C and the loal eld ating on
the ore spins due to the net interfae magnetization of
the shell spins, so that they may be omputed as
30,179
h±
C
= h0C + JIntM
±
Int
, (4)
where M±Int =
∑
i∈{Int,Sh} ziS
z
i is the net magnetization
of the interfaial shell spins at the positive (negative) o-
erive elds h±
C
, and zi is the number of nearest neighbors
of spin i. Therefore, the oerive and exhange bias elds
an be written as
hC = h
0
C + JInt(M
+
Int −M
−
Int)/2 (5)
heb = JInt(M
+
Int +M
−
Int)/2 .
These expressions establish a onnetion between the
oerive elds and loop shifts observed marosopially
and mirosopi quantities that, although may not be
diretly measured in an experiment, an be omputed
independently from the simulation results.
The values of heb obtained by inserting the M
±
Int val-
ues extrated from the Fig. 4b in Eq. 5 are represented
as lled symbols in Fig. 5b, where we an see that the
agreement with the heb values obtained from the hys-
teresis loop shift is exellent within error bars. Reent
experiments by Morel et al.
203
on Co partiles embed-
ded in MnPt lms have observed a lear orrespondene
between the measured Heb and MAFM , the magnetiza-
tion indued in the AFM MnPt established by suitable
FC proedures, whih reinfore the validity of our model.
Only for |JInt| > JSh, an inrease in |JInt| does not result
in a further inrease of heb, as reeted by a departure
from linearity implied by Eq. 5, whih means that the
interfaial net magnetization at the shell may be ating
on ore magnetization omponents transverse to the eld
diretion.
E. Loop asymmetries
In addition, a lear asymmetry between the upper and
lower loop branhes developes when inreasing the value
of the interfae oupling, as it is apparent when ompar-
ing the desreasing and inreasing branhes of the loops
in the top panels of Fig. 4a or Fig. 6. This feature
an be more learly seen by looking at the average abso-
lute value of the magnetization projetion along the eld
axis through the reversal proess, MCn =
∑
i |
~Si · zˆ|, dis-
played in the middle panels of Fig. 6 for the ore spins.
This quantity presents peaks entered around the oer-
ive elds that indiate deviations of the ore magneti-
zation from the applied eld diretion. In the ZFC ase,
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Upper panels display the hysteresis
loops obtained after FC down in a eld hFC = 4 (irles) and
hFC = −4 (dashed lines) for three values of the exhange ou-
pling onstant JInt at the ore/shell interfae. Lower panels
show the average magnetization proje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ore spins
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eld axis mCn (squares) and the hysteresis loops for
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omponent of the magnetization transverse to the eld
diretion Mtr (irles). [Reprinted with permission from Ref.
211, O. Iglesias et al. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. (in press,
doi:10.1016/j.jmmm.2007.02.057) (2007). Copyright Else-
vier B. V.℄
the peaks are entered at similar eld values and they
are quite narrow and almost symmetri around the min-
imum. However, for the FC loops, apart for the obvious
shift of the peak positions, the dereasing branh peak is
symmetri and narrow, while the inreasing branh peak
is deeper and asymmetri, enlosing bigger area under
the loop urve.
Asymmetri loops are usually found in dierent bilay-
ered systems
153,155,158,204,205,206,207,208
and are also evi-
dent in some ore/shell nanopartile systems. However,
lear-ut experiments revealing the mirosopi origin of
this asymmetry have only been performed in the former
ase
127,149,209,210
. Most theories of EB for thin lms, al-
though onsidering the possibility of formation of domain
walls during the magnetization reversal, are not able to
aount for origin of this asymmetry. Only in reent mi-
romagenti simulations
182,201
, an asymmetry has been
observed. Also MC simulations of the DS model for a
single
196
or twined anisotropy axes
197
have shown that
the observed asymmetries depend on the angle between
the easy axis of the AFM and the applied magneti eld.
More reently, hysteresis loops omputed by MC simu-
lations of a FM ylindrial dot in ontat with an AFM
based in a ferromagneti domain wall model for the inter-
faial oupling, exhibited also an asymmetri prole
184
.
However, within the ontext of our model, in ore/shell
nanopartiles, the observed loop asymmetries arises
solely by the ompetition between the interfaial ex-
hange oupling and the aligning eet of the magneti
eld due to the intriate geometry at the interfae.
F. Reversal mehanisms
These observations also indiate that the loop asym-
metry reets dierent reversal mehanisms in both
branhes of the hysteresis loops. This an be orrobo-
rated by diret inspetion of the spin ongurations along
the loops. In Fig. 7, several snapshots of a midplane
ross setion parallel (left panel) and perpendiular (right
panel) to the applied eld diretion, taken around the o-
erive elds h±C for JInt = −0.5JC are shown. As it is ev-
idened by the upper sequene of snapshots, the reversal
proeeds by quasi uniform rotation along the desending
branh, while nuleation of reversed domains at the inter-
fae and their subsequent propagation through the ore
enter is basially the reversal proess along the asend-
ing branh, as evidened by the lower sequene in Fig.
7. Similar asymmetry between the loop branhes has
been also observed experimentally in bilayers
127,149,209
and, more reently, the relevane of nonuniform reversal
modes to asymmetri magnetization reversal has been ev-
idened by measurements of hysteresis loops with vary-
ing angle of the ooling eld in Ni/NiO polyrystalline
system
210
. A detailed inspetion of the ongurations,
also reveal the presene of spins at ore/shell interfae
aligned perpendiular to the eld diretion for inter-
mediate eld values (see for example the snapshots for
h = −2.4, 0.6 in Fig. 7). This observation orroborates
the interpretation of reent results of small-angle neu-
tron sattering experiments on Fe oxidized nanopartiles,
in whih the anisotropy of the obtained spetra was at-
tributed to the existene of a net magneti omponent
aligned perpendiularly to the eld diretion
212,213
. Note
that similar perpendiular ouplings have been observed
in thin lm systems
214,215
.
The mirosopi origin for the dierent reversal meh-
anisms an be further laried by looking at the behav-
ior of the interfae shell spins along the hysteresis loop
(see Fig. 4b,). While in the desending branh there
is a onsiderable amount of unpinned spins that are able
to reverse following the ore reversal, in the asending
branh M IntSh remains onstant (for JInt < 0), an indi-
ation that spins at the shell interfae remain pinned,
hindering uniform rotation of the ore but ating as a
seed for the nuleation of reversed domains.
The hanges in the magneti order at the ore/shell
interfae and the presene of domain walls during reversal
an be traed by monitoring the value of the average sum
of the projetion of the spin diretion into the diretion of
the total magnetization vetor along the hysteresis loops
omputed as
mp(h) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
~Si(h) · ~Mi(h) . (6)
This quantity should be lose to 1 if the magnetization
12
FIG. 7: (Color online) Snapshots of the spin ongurations of a midplane ross setion of the partile parallel (upper sequene)
and perpendiular (lower sequene) to the applied eld diretion taken at seleted values of elds along the desending and
asending branhes lose to the oerive elds (h−C , h
+
C) for the ase JInt = −0.5JC shown in Fig. 1a.
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reversal proeeds by uniform rotation of the spins, sine
in this ase the spins remain parallel to the global magne-
tization diretion. Deviations of mp(h) from 1 indiate
the formation of non-uniform strutures during the re-
versal proess. An example of the eld variation of mp
omputed for all the ore spins is shown in Fig. 8a, while
in Fig. 8b we show mp(h) for the interfaial spins, where
we have plotted separately the ontribution of the ore
spins.
During the dereasing eld branh of the loop, mp re-
mains quite lose to 1 for the ore spins, exept for moder-
ate derease down for values of h lose to h−C . The sharp-
ness and symmetry of the peak around h−C onrms that
the reversal proeeds by uniform rotation. In ontrast,
during the inreasing eld branh, an inreasingly strong
departure ofmp from 1 starting from negative eld values
an be learly observed, reahing its maximum value also
near h+
C
. In this ase, the observed peak asymmetry is
indiative of the nuleation of the non-uniform domains
observed in the snapshots of Fig. 7. These domains are
formed at those points of the ore interfae with weaker
values of the loal exhange elds, as indiated by the
more pronouned departure from 1 of mIntp (h) (see Fig.
8b), than that orresponding to the total ore magneti-
zation (see Fig. 8a). The variation of mIntp for interfae
shell spins during the dereasing branh indiates the ex-
istene of a fration of shell spins that reverse dragged
by the spins at the ore, while onstany of mp in the
asending branh is indiative of spins pinned during the
ore reversal.
The origin of the loop asymmetry an be further lar-
ied by monitoring the values the so-alled overlap q(h)
and link overlap qL(h) funtions along the hysteresis
loops, that are a generalization of similar quantities om-
monly used in the spin-glass literature
216,217
and that are
dened as
q(h) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
~Si(hFC) · ~Si(h)
qL(h) =
∑
〈ij〉
1
Nl
~Si(hFC) · ~Sj(hFC) ~Si(h) · ~Sj(h) , (7)
where in qL(h) the summation is over nearest neighbors
and Nl is a normalization fator that ounts the number
of bonds.
An example of the eld dependene of these overlaps,
omputed only for the interfaial spins, is shown in Figs.
8, d, where we have separated the ontribution of the
shell and ore spins. A departure of qL from unity is
known to be proportional to the surfae of reversed do-
mains formed at eld h and, therefore, qL is sensible to
the existene of non-uniform strutures. The sharp de-
rease of qL for ore spins and the symmetry of the peak
around the negative oerive eld indiates uniform re-
versal. However, the progressive redution of qL along
the asending branh and the asymmetry of the peak
around the positive oerive eld indiates the formation
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FIG. 8: (Color online) (Color online) Panel (a) shows the
eld dependene of the average spin projetion of the ore
spins into the total magnetization diretion mCp (squares).
In panel (b), only the ontribution of all the interfae spins
(irles) has been taken into aount, while the ontributions
of ore and shell spins at the interfae are shown in squares
and triangles, respetively. The eld dependene of the link
overlap qL and overlap q funtions for the interfaial spins
at the shell (irles) and at the ore (squares) is shown in
the panels at the right [() and (d), respetively℄, for JInt =
−0.5JC.
of reversed nulei at the partile ore that sweep the par-
tile during reversal.
The funtion q(h) measures dierenes of the spin on-
guration at eld h with respet to the one attained after
FC. Therefore, the derease of q for the interfae shell
spins when reduing the magneti eld indiates the ex-
istene of a fration of shell spins that reverse dragged
by ore spins, while the onstany of q in the asending
branh reveals the existene of spins pinned during ore
reversal.
G. Vertial loop shifts
Clearly orrelated to the observation of EB and the
loop asymmetry, the loops experiene a shift along the
vertial (Mz) axis whih inreases with JInt, as reeted
in Fig. 6 by the dierene of the Mz values in the high
eld region of the two loop branhes or at the remanene
points. The eld dependene of magnetization ompo-
nent transverse to the eld diretion, Mtr (irles in the
lower panels of Fig. 6), indiates that Mtr attains values
for the desending loop branh that are higher than in the
asending branh. Moreover, the Mtr values around the
peaks inrease with inreasing JInt. Snapshots of the spin
ongurations at the remanene points of the hysteresis
loops are displayed in Fig. 9. They show the existene of
a higher amount of ore spins with transverse orientation
near the interfae at the lower branh (Fig. 9b, d) than at
the upper branh. This is in agreement with the results
of some experiments in oxidized partiles where this ver-
tial shift was also observed
55,61,73,76,86,165
and with the
observation of transverse magnetization omponents dur-
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Snapshots of the remanent spin on-
gurations of the upper (a, panels) and lower (b,d panels)
branhes of the hystersis loops showing midplane ross se-
tions of the partile parallel (a,b) and perpendiular to the z
axis (, d) for the ase JInt = −JC shown in Fig. 1. Dark
(light) blue ones represent ore (ore/interfae) spins while
green (yellow) ones are for spins at the shell (shell/interfae).
ing reversal revealed unambiguously by magneto-optial
Kerr eet in bilayers
160
. Our simulation results above,
indiate that the mirosopi origin of the vertial shift
resides in the dierent reversal mehanisms on the two
loop branhes due to the existene of unompensated
pinned moments at the ore/shell interfae that faili-
tate the nuleation of non-uniform magneti strutures
during the asending eld branh of the loops. The re-
ent observation that the vertial shift may be attributed
to the existene defet moments
61
will be heked within
the sope of our model by removing some spins at the
interfae or at the ore of the partile, this work is in
progress.
H. Temperature dependene of heb
The thermal dependene of heb and hC an also
be studied by the MC method. Using a model for
an oxidized nanopartile similar to ours, Trohidou and
oworkers
218
rst omputed the thermal dependene
of the oerive eld founding that, ompared to the
non-oxidized partiles, there was an inrease of hC in
all the temperature range and also a reversal in the
size dependene of the oerivity. They also found a
steeper temperature dependene of hC when the inter-
fae anisotropy is enhaned. More reently, they have
also omputed thermal dependenes of heb for several
partile sizes
125,185,219
, nding a stronger temperature
dependene for the bias eld than for the oerive eld.
MC simulations of the DS model for bilayers
181
have also
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Thermal dependene of the oerive
elds h−C , h
+
C , hC and the exhange bias eld heb for a partile
with JInt = −0.5JC.
found a linear derease of heb vanishing below TN , in ex-
ellent agreement with experimetal results
220
.
The results of our nite temperature simulations for
the partile with JInt = −0.5JC are displayed in Fig.
10, where the variation of h−
C
, h+
C
, hC and heb with the
temperature at the end of the FC proess are displayed.
Let us notie rst the dierent dependenies of h±C on T .
Starting from the lowest temperature, both quantities
rst derease up to 2 K aprox. However, after further
inrease in T , whereas h−
C
is stable up to TB = 6 K,
h−C inreases, reahing a maximum at the same T . As
a onsequene, we nd that heb vanishes at 6 K, while
hC presents a maximum at the same temperature. This
seems to agree with Trohidou's results
185
for some of their
partile sizes. This enhanement of hC at the blok-
ing temperature TB where heb vanishes has also been
reported for bilayered systems, but, to our knowledge,
not for partiles.
I. Other studies
The partile size and shell thikness dependene of EB
has been studied by Trohidou and oworkers
185
. These
authors argue that the observation of EB depends mainly
on the struture of the interfae and not on its size, also
in agreement with our ndings. They have found that a
redution of the ore size for a given partile size enhanes
heb and redues hC. The same group
74,125
has reently
performed simulations of a ore/shell nanopartile with
random anisotropy diretions in a FIM shell whih repro-
due the experimentally found training eets in Fe oxi-
dize partiles
70,73,126
and also the aging of the remanent
magnetization, hC and heb. This last quantity was found
to inrese with the time during whih the ooling eld has
been applied. The existene of training eets in layered
systems has also been shown to be in agreement with ex-
periments in MC simulations within the ontext of the
15
DS model
130,181
. The role of imperfet interfaes in es-
tablishing the EB has also been studied in this model
198
.
Let us also mention the works by Usov at al.
221,222,223
,
in whih the authors ompute the magneti states and
hysteresis loops of omposite nanopartiles and bilayers
using a quantum mehanial Hartree-Fok approxima-
tion. Also using a quantum mehanial approah, Mata
et al.
224
have suggested that quantum zero temperature
utuations of surfae spins near an AFM surfae indue
dipole elds that may aount for the observed exhange
anisotropies.
A mirosopi model for interfae roughness in bilay-
ers was proposed by Almeida and Rezende
180
, who om-
puted the hysteresis loops for Ising spins in a mean-eld
approximation. Apart from the loop shift and enhaned
oerivity, they showed that the sign of the exhange bias
eld hanges as the initial temperature of the FC proess
is lowered and as the ooling eld is varied, in agreement
with experimental reports
136,225
. In a model of bilayers
based on a generalization of MB model that inluded bi-
quadrati exhange and that aounted for the granular
struture of the AFM, Hu et al.
226,227,228
omputed the
thermal dependene of hC and heb, in agreement with
some experimental results.
MC simulations by Lederman et al.
183
for Fe/FeF2
demonstrated that EB is generated when the AF sub-
latties have an unequal exhange oupling with the FM
and that perpendiular order between the FM and AFM
is possible for large interfae exhange oupling, in agree-
ment with previous theories
138,229
. In similar MC simu-
lationsy, Billoni et al.
230
have studied the inuene of the
value of exhange oupling onstant at the interfae on
Heb at dierent temperatures. The eet of interfaial
oupling on the magneti ordering of models of oupled
bilayers was studied using MC simulations by Tsai et
al.
231,232
and Alonso et al.
233
, by Finazzi
234
in a miro-
magneti approah.
Within the ontext of a random eld Ising model, Illa
et al.
235,236
performed MC alulations of bilayers where
the existene of EB was related to the fration of en-
haned broken links and was shown to be due to mi-
nor loop eets. The same approah has been used in a
model that inludes a partially overing of the FM/AFM
interfae by a non-magneti spaer, showing its inuene
in perpendiular EB
237,238,239
. Also based on the same
model, Meilikhov and Farzetdinova
240
presented a mean-
eld approah that allows analytial solutions. MC sim-
ulations of the related random anisotropy Ising model
by Negulesu et al.
241
showed also EB eets due to the
roughness of the interfae.
First priniple studies speially addressing the origin
of the EB eet are sare. However, interesting alu-
lations of Co/FeMn bilayers by Nakamura et al.
242
using
FLAPW method to inorporate nonollinear magneti
strutures have demonstrated from rst priniples that
an out-of-plane magneti anisotropy is indued at the
Co/FeMn interfae, in aordane with experimental re-
ports.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have reviewed the main phenomenology assoiated
to EB in ore/shell nanopartiles and presented details
of our simulations of a model for these systems whih
expliitly takes into aount the mirosopi parameters
haraterizing the ore/shell interfae. The results of the
simulations are able to aount for some of the experi-
mental observations. The obtained hysteresis loops after
FC present shifts along the eld axis whih are diretly
related to the existene of a fration of unompensated
spins at the shell interfae that remain pinned during
eld yling. The results of the simulations have revealed
asymmetries in the hysteresis loops whih, by detailed
analysis of the mirosopi magneti ongurations, have
been linked to the ourrene of dierent reversal meh-
anisms in the two loop branhes. The existene of in-
terfaial groups of spins aligned transverse to the eld
diretion and the above mentioned dierene in the re-
versal mehanisms is also responsible for the vertial shift
of the loops. Moreover, we have been able to establish
a quantitative onnetion between the marosopi mag-
nitude of the EB elds and the mirosopi value of the
net magnetization of the interfaial shell spins.
In order to aount for the eets that other hara-
teristi features of real nanopartile systems may have
on the experimentally observed phenomenology, further
ingredients will have to be onsidered in simulations of
mirosopi models. Among them, let us mention the
intrinsi surfae spin disorder and surfae anisotropy,
the distribution in partile sizes and randomness of the
anisotropy diretions and the existene of dipolar inter-
partile interations in self-assembled or agglomerated
partile assemblies. Finally, we hoped that the possi-
bility to perform ab initio alulations of nanosale lus-
ters form rst priniples will lead to more realisti inputs
for the mirosoopi parameters needed for MC and mi-
romagnetis simulations, allowing a multisale approah
that will shed new light into the mirosopi origin of the
peuliar magneti properties of nanopartiles.
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